Stronger Together

As I look back on our past fiscal year, there’s a lot that I would like to forget. But there’s also a lot that’s been accomplished in 2020 that gives us reason to be excited about our future. We have all been affected by the shared experiences of a pandemic. We had to do things that we’ve not done before, but our resilience kept us strong. Like most, EAA was faced with making a lot of sacrifices. There were layoffs, there were furloughs, there were stay-at-home mandates, but there was collective commitment from our staff, who in constant contact with our members, and we have not wavered on delivering the programs that we always deliver year-round. We never missed a publication or newsletter. We held a virtual AirVenture and homebuilders week. We doubled down on the number of webinars, and lots of our offerings were delivered in new ways. The tough reality surrounding the first-ever cancellation of EAA AirVenture Oshkosh had a deep negative economic impact on EAA, the aviation industry, and the surrounding communities, but one thing is for sure: We came out of this stronger. There was proof that The Spirit of Aviation is alive in all of us, even in some of the darkest times.

That is the common thread connecting all of us. That spirit that keeps moving us forward to support the opportunities that provide access to the pathways we’re creating at EAA to build aviation interest, to sustain it, and more importantly, to grow it.

We are heading into the final phase of fundraising for Project 21 and are looking forward to the grand opening in the spring of 2022. This expansion will make the EAA Aviation Museum even more of a premier destination for all things aviation, and we’re excited for our members to make the trek to Oshkosh throughout the year to take advantage of everything we’ll have to offer. Project 21 will stand in tribute and testimony to the support and strength of EAA’s membership, and that of our partners who understand and believe in the mission of our organization. You’ll also be hearing a lot more in the coming months about AeroEducate, which will provide a series of educational opportunities for young people considering careers in just about any aspect of aviation.

This past year has been a difficult one, to say the very least. It’s easy to look back and dwell on the many negative aspects of 2020, but the reality is that we have so much to be thankful for. Our membership is now more than 244,000 strong. As we continue to move forward and launch new pathways for access to aviation, I am honored to lead this organization. I am grateful and thankful for our members and supporters, and I know that we are truly stronger together.

Sincerely,

Jack J. Pelton
EAA CEO and Chairman of the Board
Endowed Funds

Donors who give $20,000 or more can create a named fund within the EAA Aviation Foundation. These funds are endowed and benefit EAA programs in perpetuity. Distributions from the fund will always bear the name of the donor. The following is a list of the current named funds held by the foundation.

339th Fighter Group Scholarship (Lee Eisenhart) Fund
Air Academy Alumni Scholarship
Harry E. Arcamuzi Aviation Scholarship Fund
Aughinbaugh Air Academy Endowment
Eldon Beresford Education Scholarship Fund
Michael Blume Memorial Scholarship
The Harold & Leona Boyles Memorial Scholarship Fund
John S. Bradbury Memorial Scholarship
Jack Burnham Scholarship Fund
Bury Family Education Scholarship Fund
August Busch III Endowment Fund
Dean William Carson Air Academy Scholarship Fund
Chaudoin Scholarship
Chetwin Fund
Joe Clark Professional Pilot
Bill Daniels Endowment for Museum Exhibition Excellence
Allen L. Davis Education Scholarship Fund
Cheryl Deamer-Boykin Aviation Scholarship Fund
Dolittle Tokyo Raiders Fund
EAA Air Academy Lodge Operating Endowment Fund
EAA Chapter 579 Scholarship Fund
Eagles Aerobatic Team Scholarship Fund
Education Scholarship Endowment Fund
Tex Edwards Scholarship Fund
Thomas Ellsberg Scholarship Fund
Excellence Fund
Noah Favaregh Flight Training Scholarship Fund
Fred & Diane Fitts Scholarship Fund by CAA
Harrison Ford Education Scholarship Fund
Donald Forslund Fund
Gann Exhibit Endowment Fund
J Andrew Garratt Memorial Scholarship Fund
Leo Giles Memorial Scholarship Fund
Florence “Coffy” C. Gregory Endowment
Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Stephen “Ben” Haas Memorial Scholarship Fund
Hansen Scholarship (Norman and Normal) Fund
Richard R. Harper Memorial Scholarship
Elroy and Dorothy E. Hilbert Scholarship Fund
Barron Hilton Executive Director of Residence Education Endowment Fund
Gerald “Jerry” Holland Scholarship
Don T. Hopkin Memorial Scholarship Fund
Henry Kimberly (Spirit of Leadership) Endowment Fund
The Clay Lacy Professional Pilot Training Endowment
Jimmy Leeward Scholarship Fund
Preston Little Award
Jason Kurt Lohr Aviation Scholarship Fund
Russell Macfarlane Education Scholarship Fund
Jack Mark Scholarship Fund
Heather McRoberts Memorial Scholarship Fund
H.P. “Bud” Milligan Aviation Scholarship Fund
David Mineck Memorial Scholarship Fund
Capt. Craig A. Mueller Memorial Scholarship Fund
Museum Support Endowment
F.O.M.T. Michael Neunteufel Memorial Scholarship Fund
Donald H. Nietz Scholarship Fund
Commander John Paradiso Scholarship for Women in Aviation/Aerospace Fund
Payzer Scholarship Fund
Lee & Cookie Perrizo Scholarship Fund
The Timothy Peterson Education Scholarship Fund
Wallace Peterson Scholarship Fund
Bill Phillips Memorial Scholarship Fund
Pioneer Work Experience
David Alan Quick Tribute Scholarship Fund
James C Ray Aviation Scholars Program
Richard P. Reitz Memorial Scholarship Fund
David and Andrea Robertson Scholarship Fund
John Sandberg Memorial Fund for Aviators
SC Johnson Wax Young Eagle Coordinator Endowment Fund
Neale Slater Scholarship Fund
Morgan Brittany Smith Memorial Scholarship
Glenn A. Smith Memorial Scholarship Fund
James Stafford Memorial Scholarship Fund
George Taylor Aviation Scholarship Fund
Louise H. Timken Young Women in Aviation Endowment Fund
Vision of Eagles Endowment Fund (Young Eagles)
Washington County Pilots’ Association Education Fund
WASP Scholarship Endowment
Elgin Wells, Jr. Starjammer CFI Scholarship
Robert B. Weronike Academic Scholarship Fund
Wittman Internship
Women Soar Society - FT Scholarship Fund
Young Eagles Endowment
Zieve Family Scholarship Fund
Experimental Aircraft Association Inc. and EAA Aviation Foundation Inc.

Statement of Financial Activities
Year ended February 28, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EAA</th>
<th>EAA Aviation Foundation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenues, Gains, and Other Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions and Registrations:</td>
<td>$244,981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Dues and Subscriptions:</td>
<td>$5,740,505</td>
<td>$8,004,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations (Cash and Pledges):</td>
<td>$3,163,259</td>
<td>$1,182,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donated Services and Property:</td>
<td>$189,283</td>
<td>$6,303,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAA Foundation Program Support:</td>
<td>$920,627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income/(Loss):</td>
<td>$2,523,733</td>
<td>$461,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Beneficial Interests:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,009,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise Sales and Rentals:</td>
<td>$934,735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising and Sponsorship:</td>
<td>$1,166,906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other:</td>
<td>$3,213,428</td>
<td>$7,618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenues, Gains, and Other Support:</strong></td>
<td>$18,097,457</td>
<td>$16,969,830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Expenses** |                        |                         |
| Program Related: | $11,669,187             | $4,206,938              |
| EAA® AirVenture® Oshkosh™: | $3,845,103              |                         |
| Membership Services: | $3,653,239              |                         |
| Management and General: | $8,042,390              | $415,183                |
| Fundraising: | $517,108                | $1,010,424              |
| EAA Foundation Transfer to EAA®: | $920,627                |                         |
| **Total Expenses:** | $27,727,027             | $6,553,172              |

| **Change in Net Assets:** | ($9,629,570)            | $10,416,658             |

| **Net Assets at End of Fiscal Year:** | $28,681,767             | $62,291,682             |

A full audited financial report can be found for Experimental Aircraft Association Inc. (EAA) and the EAA Aviation Foundation online at www.EAA.org.
On November 1, at age 95, Audrey Poberezny, wife of EAA’s late founder Paul Poberezny, passed away. The quiet power behind the leader in EAA’s formation and development was certainly Audrey Poberezny. She supported Paul from the very earliest days of EAA, from being the sounding board for ideas and balancing the books, to answering the phone and typing out membership cards. Audrey did whatever needed to be done, but never sought the spotlight for herself. Her understanding of people was also a gift that helped EAA grow and thrive into its unique place in aviation, and her warmth will be remembered by all who knew her. She was indeed EAA’s First Lady.

Our best remembrance is to live up to the high standards and inviting culture that Paul and Audrey began with EAA nearly 70 years ago.
In Memoriam

The following EAA members were honored through memorial gifts from family and friends.

Mike Alsbury
Humphrey Amedeo
Michael Andrews
Walter Atkinson
Gary Austin
William Bainbridge
Steve Beaver
Joseph Becker
Lonnie Benson
Stephen Bolingbroke
Keith Brandt
Joseph Brooks
William Buettner
John Bush
Bruce Cameron
Al Cantrell
Oscar Cantrell
John Caruso
Louis Champeau
Miguel Chuqisengo
Jessie Collins
Jim Coult
Herman DeSmidt
Lincoln Dexter
Alexis duPont
Edward Dwight
Matt Eaton
Bob Fanelli
Nick Folger
Richard Forger
Marjorie Freeman
Kenneth Freiesleben
Donald Gagnon
Rolland Geil
Ann Gordon
Stan Graham
Mike Guarino
Harold Haak
Richard Harper
Leonard Harris
Eugene Helmkamp
Matt Herron
Rich Hewgley
Capt. Clinton Hime, Jr. USAF
Frank Jacob
Larry Jagmin
Lawrence Jagmin
Arthur Jones
Lance Jones
James Kenney
Cam Kitchen
Don Kleinschmidt
Donald Kleinschmidt
Phil Klingler
Robert Krutmeier
Gordon La Combe
Donald Laurence
Sigurd Leskinen
Earl Leuty
Karl Lindholm
Chuck Lischer
David Lukacsena
Zhan Luo
Russ Lynch
Russell Lynch
Lou Machin
Herbert Markle
W Martin
David Massey
Jim McGrath
Kevin McNeight
Robert Mellinger
Richard Merkley
Wayne Messmer
Bruce Miles
Norman Moentmann
James Morrison
Robert Newman, Sr.
Ernest Nordstrom
Tim O’Conner
John Odell
Larry Palecek
Arnold Peckar
James Pelton
Daniel Pike
Robert Pittelkow
Matthew Platt
Paul Poberezny
John Recktenwall
Lowell Ridge
Archie Rivall
Thomas Rudisill
Ronald Rudolph
Will Salz
Jean Schiffmann
Joseph Seelenski
Morgan Smith
Randy Sohn
Al Sparks
Gary Sparks
Richard Stack
Donald Stamp
Stan Stanek
Richard Steinbrecher
Ronald Steiter
Wayne Stevenson
Karl Stoltzfus
Nick Stone
Harold Straw
Jeff Thompson
Jeffrey Thompson
Joseph Thorstenson
Thomas Tyndall
Thomas White
Paul Williams
Gary Willoughby
David Wirey
Benson Workman
William Yates
Chuck Yeager
Larry Yelick
President’s Circle

The EAA Aviation Foundation’s President’s Circle recognizes those who give annual leadership gifts of $10,000 or more to support EAA’s mission of growing participation in aviation.

*Denotes estate or endowed gift. †Denotes that all or a portion of gift was matched by the Ray Foundation.
Average rating

4.57/5.0

Live attendance

16,461

Virtual events

25

Average attendance per session

686
Early in 2020, before the pandemic hit, the EAA Aviation Foundation publicly launched its capital campaign for Project 21. The goal—raise $5.2 million to fund a two-story, 30,000-square foot addition to the EAA Aviation Museum. Project 21 will establish a state-of-the-art education and training facility in Oshkosh that allows EAA to offer high-level programming to current and future pilots, year-round. The first floor of the addition will house a Pilot Proficiency Center with Redbird simulators, as well as conference and debriefing rooms for training. The second floor will be a Youth Education Center featuring classrooms and lab spaces for experiential learning.

Through the generosity of donors and organizations who support and believe in EAA’s mission, the EAA Aviation Foundation was able to raise 90 percent of the funds needed to make Project 21 a reality. On April 26, 2021, EAA broke ground on the new addition. A grand opening is planned for AirVenture 2022.

Project 21 is the first phase of EAA’s Museum Revitalization initiative which aims to add innovative spaces to the EAA Aviation Museum.
In 2020, the EAA Aviation Foundation was lucky enough to benefit from not one, but two generous matching grants.

The Sporty’s Foundation, a longtime advocate of the Experimental Aircraft Association youth aviation programs, expanded its assistance in July 2020. The program matched all donations made from June 29, 2020, through July 31, 2020, up to $25,000. Despite falling short of the goal, Sporty’s generously provided the full $25,000 contribution.

The Ray Foundation, the funding partner behind the Ray Aviation Scholars program and a leadership donor of Project 21, also expanded its assistance during 2020. Launched in July 2020, the program matched all new or increased donations made through February 2021, up to $1 million. With your generous support, we were able to match all $1 million!

Matching grants are a wonderful way to keep donors involved and engaged, and allows for gifts to go twice as far to make EAA’s education, safety, advocacy, and outreach programs possible.

Thank you Sporty’s Foundation, The Ray Foundation, and all of our donors.
Champions in Flight

The EAA Aviation Foundation’s Champions in Flight recognizes those who give $1,000-$9,999 in annual gifts to support EAA’s mission of growing participation in aviation.

*Denotes estate or endowed gift. †Denotes that all or a portion of gift was matched by the Ray Foundation

Gold
Kevin Baines†
James Black†
Adam Coffey†
Shawn and Lori Crosgrave†
Bob and Susan Donahue†
Donald Forslund†
Michael and Juliana Hart†
William Heijn†
Travis Hellner†
Aaron Keller†
Dale and Patricia Klappmeier†
Stephen Kline†
Douglas Matthews†
Jon McMurtrie†
David and Rose Morgan†
Arthur and Joyce Woods†

Silver
Ronald Baade†
William Baker†
Robert Bowen†
Keith Brunini†
Robert Carmean†
Lawrence Clennon†
Timothy Craft†
Barry and Nancy Davis†
Cynthia Derby†
James Dricken†
Kristin Durisetti†
James Dyer†
David and Patricia Forbes†
Del Freeman†
Fred Fritz†
Brandon Fryar†
Charlie Gregoire†
William Groth†
Lisa Holland

Bronze
Thomas Ahola†
Jean Allan†
Matt Andis†
Willem Anemaat†
Robert Arthurs†
Mikel Atkins†
Tom Ausburne†
Allan Badrow†
Scott Bateman†
Kathy Bauer†
Diann Baumann†
Gregory Irons
Jordan Jaffe
Alan Kane
Frederick Keip†
Pete and Nancy Kelley†
Jane Kellogg†
David Keppert†
Richard Kimberly†
Mark and MariAnne Kolesar†
Jason and Tina Kreidler†
David and Kris Lenz†
Nancy Miller†
Steve and Patricia Nation†
Michel Oltramare†
Heather Penney†
Lowell Powers†
Brenda Pulis†
Gordon Rock
Paul Romano†
Brian Schmerhorn†
Kenneth Schmetter†
Daniel Schoning†
Donald and Judy Seibold†
Alicia Sikes†
Gary Smotherman†
Fred Stadler
Ken Strmiska and Sabina Singh
Rick Van Rensselaer
Mark Van Tine†
Gary Wald†
Anne Wright
Peter Zajkowski

Norman Beachum
Charles Becker†
Butch Bejna†
David and Lyn Berelsman†
Samer Bishay†
William Bliss†
Greg Booze
Jim Bourke†
Steven Bowes
Donald Bowles
Jeffrey Brandes†
Janet Brandt†
Mark Bretz
Ben Brodie†
Kevin Brown
Thomas Brown†
William Bueschinger
Karyl Buettner†
B. Bullion†
Jack Buhlwidas
Javier Camba†
David and Carol Cameron†
Paul Capeder†
Bradley Carnegie†
John Chirteal†
Deirdre Christy†
Theresa Conrad†
Russell Corn
David J.N. Courtney†
Mark Creighton†
Chris Curtis†
Paul Damiano†
Robert Daniels†
Lora Darrisaw
Betty Darst†
John Dennis†
Doc D’Enrico†
Dino Dimaculangan†
R. Dinger†
Michael Dipetillo†
Wayne Drewry†
Don Druckenbrodt†
Eugene Dubowski†
J. Grace Duckert†

Jack Dueck†
John Dunham
Peggy Dwelle†
Robert Edwards†
Martin Ellison†
Dr. Robert Elves
Jerry Ennis†
Nathan Ensz
Timothy Falkofskie†
Chris Feaster†
Barbara Flaglor
Dick Flunker†
Colin Freeman†
Lawrence Frey†
Art Friedman†
Patrice Gapen†
John Garabedian†
John Gay†
Janet Gerst†
Amir Ghaemi†
Steven Gieschen†
P. Gilbert†
Michelle Girts†
Frances Glidden
Steve Goebel†
Nacho Gomez†
Gayle Gorman-Green†
Rex Gray†
Mike Gronholm†
Brian Gross†
Mark Guenin
Eric Gurley†
Michael Hackwith†
Mike Hall
Kevin Hansen†
Keshena Hanson†
Phillip Harper
Thomas Harper†
Eric Harris†
Elisa Heroux†
Brett Herrick†
Mark Heule†
Glenn Hill†
Bruce Holmes†  
Steve Holmes†  
Garret Hoover†  
Jeremy Hoover†  
Porter Houston†  
Michael and Billie Howard†  
Michelle Hujet†  
Norman Isler†  
Rodney Jarrell†  
James Johnson†  
Ruth Johnson†  
Michael Jolly†  
Nathan Jones  
David Karlson†  
Thomas Kearney†  
Gary Kelson  
Jeffrey Kilponen†  
Jeff Kish  
Philip Kislak†  
David Kloss  
Shawn Knickerbocker†  
Ronald Kobitz†  
Kenneth Kranz†  
Scott Kressmann†  
Lynn Krogh†  
Lawrence Labriola†  
Kurt Larson†  
David Lawrence†  
Jay Leboff†  
Don Leckey†  
Babs LeDoux†  
David and Michelle Leiting†  
Thomas Letts  
Elissa Lines†  
Ralph Lloyd†  
James Lockwood†  
Carl Lueking†  
Casey Lunn†  
Dave Lusk†  
Steve and Carol MacCabe  
Stephen Maccabe†  
Greg Madonna†  
Richard Marby  
Ted Marks†  
John Marquardt  
Suzanne Martin  
Jared McQuade†  
William Mcauley†  
Rodney McDermott†  
James McGrath†  
Bruce McGregor  
Tom McKeone†  
Jared McQuade†  
Michael McRobert  
Dale Medendorp†  
Victor Meznarsic†  
David Middleton†  
Michael Miller†  
Paul Miller†  
Megan (Bush) Million†  
Branden Morley†  
Sally Morrison  
Michael Mosing†  
Paul Naab†  
Bill Nash†  
Tim Nash†  
Ronald Ness†  
Robert Newman†  
Ellen Northam†  
James Nutt†  
Roland Ochs†  
Steven O'Connor†  
Phillip Oppedahl†  
Douglas Osterberg  
John Overton†  
Dan Owens  
John Parker†  
Mark Pasqualino†  
John Patrick†  
Kevin Paul†  
Steven Peckar†  
Douglas Petesch†  
Kenri Phillips†  
David Pianalto†  
Howard Pierce  
Mark Piercy†  
Edward Piper†  
Gordon Porter†  
Thierry Pouille†  
Grant Prellwitz†  
Mark Ptacek†  
Mark Radke†  
Randall Rakovec†  
Mark Ranstead  
Kurt Ratsch  
Dennis Regan  
Steve Reschke†  
David Ressler†  
Tom Rich†  
Eugene Ridge  
Daniel Rihn†  
Bernard Robertson  
Betty Robinette†  
James Rogers†  
Russell Rogers†  
Harlan Rollin†  
J. Arlene Ronda†  
Steven Rowe†  
Dennis Ryan  
Michael Rybalko†  
Bennie Ryburn†  
Robert Ryker†  
John Salz†  
Richard Sanders†  
Chris Schnier  
Tim Schowalter†  
Dave Schuler  
Richard Sears  
Jose Serka†  
Robert Seymour  
Alan and Donna Shackleton†  
Doug Shinn†  
Michael Shoemaker†  
Bryan Sill†  
John Smee†  
Raymond Smith†  
Wally Soplata†  
Judy Sparks†  
Herbert Spanner†  
Peter Spradling  
Rebecca Staffin†  
Chris Stater†  
John Stellmack†  
John Stenzel†  
Megan Stewart†  
Harry Stowers  
Cecelia Stratford†  
Randall Summers†  
Clean Swartzentuber†  
Richard Tasker  
John and Nora Teipen  
Jack Thompson†  
Michael Tribuno  
Nancy Trick†  
Vctor Tyler†  
Joseph Usibelli†  
Craig Van Matre†  
Victor Vogel†  
Don Wahlin†  
Chuck Waldren†  
Paul Walker†  
Barbara Walters-Phillips  
John Watkins  
Sharon Watson  
Daniel Weaver†  
Alan Weber†  
Mary Beth Weidenfeller†  
Julie Weir†  
Gillett Welles†  
Greg Weninger†  
Luci Whanger†  
James Wheaton†  
Steven Whitney†  
John Whittier†  
John Wiegand  
Michael Williams†  
Jerome Woelfel†  
Eric Wolf†  
Richard Woodward†  
Robert Wubben†  
Kathleen Yodice†  
Victor Yordan†  
Dan Young†  
David Zeller†
COVID Impact

The year 2020 was one no one could prepare for. A few weeks into the start of the EAA Aviation Foundation’s fiscal year, the world went into lockdown with the growing concerns about the COVID-19 pandemic. The staff quickly transitioned to working from home and Zoom meetings became the new normal. Very real and tough decisions needed to be made to keep everyone safe and healthy. The cancellation of AirVenture 2020 was a difficult announcement to make and the financial impact of the cancellation took a toll not only to the Experimental Aircraft Association but to the local community as well. Fortunately, the EAA Aviation Foundation had been saving its financial reserves for a potential impact such as this. While no one dreamed it would be used to help the organization through a worldwide pandemic, it helped to avoid financial disaster.

The light through the pandemic has been the level of financial support EAA’s aviation community displayed. EAA Aviation Foundation donors gave generously, with many increasing their support.

While nothing could replace the only-in-Oshkosh experience of AirVenture, EAA’s inaugural Spirit of Aviation Week brought the flying community together like never before — virtually. The five-day event streamed live and on-demand in July and provided content to viewers around the world. The spectrum of flight was showcased through forums, tech talks, workshops, and interviews with industry favorites and historical icons. Participants also explored new products and technologies through a virtual mall of exhibitors.

From virtual presentations about our historical B-17 or other aviation icons, virtual chapter meetings, online webinars and education sessions, and online cockpit tours so people of all ages could virtually visit the EAA Aviation Museum, EAA has shown that general aviation is still very relevant. EAA’s ability to quickly pivot has been remarkable.

Thanks to supporters of the EAA Aviation Foundation’s Annual Fund for Excellence, major growth was seen in EAA’s webinar series, reaching a record of 28,992 people in the 12 months ending February 28, 2021. EAA was able to provide valuable online learning opportunities during a period when traditional aviation events and seminars were not available to our members.

With many safety and health precautions in place, EAA staff returned and the EAA Aviation museum reopened in August 2020. The overwhelming feeling of being back together was evident throughout.

EAA is fortunate to have shown resiliency throughout fiscal year 2021 and all are looking forward to welcoming our members and aviation enthusiasts back to Oshkosh.
110
Days from concept to completion

1.6
Million
Minutes of video viewing

800
Exhibitors through the Virtual Expo

797,217
Total page views
“My first trip to OSH all those years ago was the spark that moved me from reading Richard Bach stories to taking flying lessons and to a certain Hatz biplane. You can see the same spark of possibility in a kid’s eyes today after our Young Eagles flights. Including EAA in my estate planning was an easy way to allow me to live my life, keep flying the Hatz, and help kindle a passion for flight in future generations.”

Jeff J. Cain, EAA 475679
First Wing Members

The EAA Aviation Foundation’s First Wing recognizes those who have made an estate gift of at least $10,000. You can either designate a planned gift through your will, living trust, annuity, or naming EAA as beneficiary. The following are the new First Wing members for the fiscal year ending February 28, 2021.

Jeffrey J. Cain
Thomas and Betty Klammer
Charles Leckie
Timothy and Elizabeth Popp
David G. Woodcock
## Corporate and Foundation Donors

The EAA Aviation Foundation recognizes the following companies, chapters, and foundations that have given philanthropic dollars to further EAA’s mission of growing participation in aviation.

*Denotes in kind gifts. † Indicates gift was part of matching program

### $100,000+

- The Emil Buehler Perpetual Trust
- Thomas W. Haas Foundation
- Ford Motor Company
- The JEK Foundation, Inc.
- Austin E. Knowlton Foundation
- Patriot Aircraft LLC*
- Phillips 66
- Ray Foundation, Inc.*
- Sporty’s†

### $50,000-$99,999

- Corporate Aircraft Association, Inc.
- Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
- Global Aerospace

### $25,000-$49,999

- Aircraft Spruce & Specialty
- Ted & Grace Bachhuber Foundation
- The Beatrice Revocable Trust
- Duluth Aviation Institute*
- Garmin
- Light Horse Legacy LLC*
- Lightspeed Aviation*
- The Sporty’s Foundation

### $10,000-$24,999

- Dyon
- Karrel’s Foundation
- Tinker Murdock Family Fund
- Vesely Family Foundation
- Robert A. & Susan C. Wilson Foundation
- Wreyford Family Foundation

### $5,000-$9,999

- Acme Aero Fab LLC*
- AeroLEDS*
- Airtech Coatings LLC*
- Apex Foundation
- The Blume Gifting Fund
- Colonial Flying Corp Museum, Inc.
- The Fullgraf Foundation
- The GE Foundation Matching Gift
- Alan and Pam Green Family Foundation
- Richard R. & Gretchen E. Harper Fund of the InFaith Community Foundation
- International Society of Transport Aircraft Trading Foundation

### $2,500-$4,999

- Zenith Aircraft Company*
- WACO Aircraft Corporation
- Van’s Aircraft, Inc.
- United Airlines / Aviate
- Van’s Aircraft, Inc.
- Waco Aircraft Landing Gear
- E-Mag Ignitions*
- Citation Jet Pilots Association
- Billings Flying Service, Inc.
- Ballard Family Charitable Foundation
- Billings Flying Service, Inc.
- Citation Jet Pilots Association
- E-Mag Ignitions*
- Groove Aircraft Landing Gear Systems, Inc.*
- Lockheed Martin
- Parker Aerospace*
- Texas Instruments*
- The Ward J. and Joy A.
- Timken Foundation
- Univair Aircraft Corporation*

### $1,000-$2,499

- 4imprint*
- Arkansas Short Takeoff and Landing Aviation
- Aylward Family Foundation, Inc.
- Boeing Digital Services, Inc.
- Comer Family Foundation
- Danielsville Pilots Association
- David S. Cammack Private Foundation
- EAA Chapter 425, Inc.
- Dean S. Edmonds Foundation
- Hartzell Engine Technologies*
- IBM International Foundation¹
- Icom America*
- Lincoln Electric*
- Madden Family Foundation
- Microsoft¹
- The Newman Family
- Oregon Aero, Inc.*
- RJDM, Inc.
- John and Sydney Rosenberg Family Fund
- Ryan Family Charitable Foundation
- Scheme Designers, Inc.*
- SureFly Partners, Ltd.*
- Tempest Aero Group LLC*
- WE Energies Foundation¹

### $500-$999

- 4imprint*
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- Aircraft Spruce & Specialty Co.*
- B&C Specialty Products, Inc.*
- Backer Family Charitable Fund
- Butler Parachute Systems, Inc.
- Capital Group Companies¹
- EAA Chapter 131, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 301, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 640, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 700, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 846, Inc.
- EarthX, Inc.*
- Facebook
- Jeppesen, a Boeing Company*
- JP Instruments*
- Micro AeroDynamics, Inc.*
- Grace & Richard Okita Foundation
- Para-Phernalia, Inc.*
- RightAngle Products*
- Starr Aviation*

### $100-$499

- Starr Aviation*
- RightAngle Products*
- Para-Phernalia, Inc.*
- Grace & Richard Okita Foundation
- Micro AeroDynamics, Inc.*
- JP Instruments*
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- 4imprint*
- Hoffman’s Charitable Foundation
- Illinois Aviation Foundation
- The Newman Family
- Microsoft†
- Mars, Inc.*
- Progressive Insurance
- Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
- Versacom Incorporated†
- Who’s Who in America®
- Stronger Together

### Chapters

- EAA Chapter 1, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 7, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 12, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 18, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 29, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 34, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 39, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 96, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 102, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 113, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1285, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1382, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1414, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1523, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1531, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1541, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 18, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 124, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1285, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1382, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1523, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1531, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1541, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 18, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 124, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1285, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1382, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1523, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1531, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1541, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 18, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 124, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1285, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1382, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1523, Inc.
- EAA Chapter 1531, Inc.
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Partners in Flight

The EAA Aviation Foundation’s Partners in Flight recognizes those who give $100-$999 in annual gifts to support EAA’s mission of growing participation in aviation.

*Denotes estate or endowed gift. †Denotes that all or a portion of gift was matched by the Ray Foundation

**Friend**

Barbara Adelman†
Tom Aldag†
Tom Ankeny†
James Arbuckle
Kraig Arenz
Joseph Armenia†
Kurt Baden†
Douglas Bauer
Theodore Beidler
Mike Bell
Jay Beyer†
Patricia Black
John Bodmer
Gerald Boles
Chad Boot
Dan Burdette†
Douglas Bauer
James Bush†
Allen Campbell†
Steve and Rose Edman†
Dale Emmons
Elaine English†
Eric Erwin†
Gipson Erwin†
Paul S Evenson
John Everson†
Adrian and Debra Fanjoy†
Mark Farabaugh†
Jeffrey Ferraro
William Fields†
Kay Frank†
Todd Freeman
Peggy Friesen†
Bret Fry†
Catherine Gagne†
Joshua Garfield†
Harold Getzelman†
Steve Goldin†
Glenn Goldman
Col. Richard Graham USAF (Ret.)
Scott Gross
Eric Hag†
Philip Hagenah†
Vernon Hanna†
Roger Hansen
Steve Hansen†
Ron Heberlein†
Alex Helms
James Hessman
Gary Heuser†
Jack M. Hildreth†
Barbara Hoffman†
Edward Hoffman†
Dennis Holbrook†
Lilamae Horsman†
Catherine Howe†
Paul Jablonski†
Brian Janroy†
Jaroslaw Jaworski†
Ralph Johns†
Corey Jones†
Marti Kaliko†
Steven Kaplan†
Charles Kleinschmidt
Katie Knutson†
Christopher Kosak†
Mary Krapfl-Hoffmann†
Thomas Kroemer†
Jerome Kruszka
Karen Kryzaniak
Steve and Rose Edman†
Terrence LaBant
Margaret Larson
Robert Last†
Lars E. Lavine†
Meri Ledford
Jeff Leicht†
Lewis Lemmerbrock
Paul Leonard†
George Letcher†
Marc Levin†
James Libiez
Paul Lilly†
Charles Lindsey†
David Lukens†
Rich Mackey†
Vincent Maggiore†
Paul Marshall†
Nancy Martini
Larry Massie†
Patrick Mayworm
Renee McClure†
Ethel McConnell
Ron McCormick†
George McMillin†
Richard McShane†
Michael McWade†
Gary Milhous†
William Miller†
Barbara Mitchell†
Toni Moore†
Maria Morrison†
Gerd Muehlbauer†
Michael Myers†
Charles Nestal†
Erik Nicolaysen
Joanne Nissen†
Sevgin Oktya†
Otto Oppliger
Brendan O’Rourke
Carl Orton†
Ronald Parramore†
Michael Peters†
Ann Piehl†
Edward Pulliam
Ken Purdy†
Anwer Puthawala†
Craig Raabe†
David Randal†
Gus Reall†
Michael Reed†
Mark Rieger†
David Rimmer
Robert Riordan†
Chad Robinson†
Janet Rodrian†
Robert Rolfe†
John Rosenberg†
Robert Ross†
Terry Ross†
Adrian Ryan†
Jeff Sander†
Tim Schaeffer Family†
Paul Schafer
George Schmidt†
John Schreib†
David Schroeder
Charles Schroyer†
Justin Serbent
Kimberly Sercel
David Setzer
Cody Sigmon
John Slavik†
Beth Snider†
Paul and Jigger Staby
John Stewman†
Chris Stieber†
Jonathan Stil†
Ron Talcott†
James Taylor†
Ed Teague†
fred Thompson
William Toole
Ken Ullery†
Matthew VanDeventer†
Jim Vauter†
Jack Verduyn†
Paul Vogelson†
Jeffrey Ward†
Edward Warmock
Aggie Wawszczyk†
Frederick Weaver†
Sean Whipple†
Edward Whitman†
T Whittle†
Carl Wilder†
Caroline Willard†
Ed Woods†
Frank Woolard†
David Yegge†
William Yendreski†
Michael Zenner†
Mark Zukowski†
*Denotes estate or endowed gift. †Denotes that all or a portion of gift was matched by the Ray Foundation

**Supporter**
Roland Abrahamsson†
Martin Abresch†
Armin Abusaidi†
Larry Ackerman
Richard Adamonis
Douglas Adams†
George Adams
Michael Adams†
Augusto Aguirre†
Edward Akins†
George Alderman
David Alexander†
Dean Alexander†
Richard Alkire
William Allen†
James Almeida†
Richard and Charlott Amadio†
Carol Amedeo†
Judith Amsler†
Robert Andel†
Jorgen Andersen
Brenda Anderson†
Carl Anderson†
Ted Anderson†
Kenneth Andrews†
Carol Amedeo†
Judith Amsler†
Robert Andel†
Jorgen Andersen
Brenda Anderson†
Carl Anderson†
Ted Anderson†
Kenneth Andrews†
Stephen Andruszkewicz
Tori Ansutz†
Robert Apa†
Gerald Applefeld†
Akira Arakawa†
Charles Archie†
Ulrich Armonier†
Dennis Arnold†
Eugene Arnold
James Arnold†
Jeff Arnold†
Robert Asher†
Richard Ashman†
James Atkinson†
Douglas Auclair†
Lloyd Austin†
Randolph Babitt†
Joan Bachner†
Clark Badie†
David Bailey†
Gregory Bailey
Harvey Bain†
Sterling Bain†
John Baker†
John Baker†
Kay Baker
Jerry Bales†
David Bally†
Sandra Banovich†
Frank Barberio†
J. Thomas Barclay†
Bob Barre†
Thomas Bartenstein†
Jean-Francois Barthelemy
William Bastian†
Hobart Bates
Jeffrey Bates†
Joseph Bates
Marc Beckel
Daniel Becker†
David Becker†
James Becker
Jeremy Behler†
William Beiter
Tim Bellury†
Evon Bender†
Barbara Bendlin†
Deborah Bennett†
Barbara Bentzin†
Daniel Bergeron
Herman Berghoff†
Randall Berry†
Peter Beucler
Mike Beumeler†
Annette Beyer-Mears†
Mitchell Beyler†
Robert Biby†
Beth Bierman†
William Bigley†
Stephan Billester†
Susan Bingham†
Rick Binkowski†
Luke Bistline†
Roger Bistline†
C.G. Blackwood†
James Blain†
Joan Blair†
Robert Blake†
Richard Blamey
Juan Blanco†
Mark Bledsoe†
James Blessing†
Roger Blocks†
William Blythe†
Lee Boatright†
Donald Boe†
Clint Bogard†
Barbara Bohmann†
Ralph Bonde†
Matias Bonnier†
Melvin Booth†
Richard Booth†
Thomas Borkowski†
Larry Bothe†
Jean-Pierre Bourbon†
Dwight Bowden†
Jeff Boyd†
Ray Brach†
Robert Brady†
Wade Brady†
Edward Braker†
Eric Braman†
Ralph Brandon†
Ronald Brandstatter
Patricia Brannon†
Timothy Branscomb†
Jim Brant†
Eric Branyan
Robert Brauer†
Louise Braun†
Robert Braunschmidt†
Bennett Brenner†
Zach Brewer†
Thomas Briden†
Margaret Brill†
Marlon Brinegar†
Calvin Brockmann
Todd Brion
Donald Brookhart†
Frederic Brossy†
C. Brothers
Eric Brothers†
Mark Brown
Charles Brune†
Hal Bryan†
Terry Bryn†
Jamie Buchanan
Raymond Buchanan†
Steve Buck†
Robert Buckley†
Pamela Bullers†
Edward Bunch†
Leslie Bunch†
Mark Burau†
Edwin Burman
Robert Burnett†
Timothy Burris†
Bruce Busch†
Alan Bush†
Frank Buse†
Joanne Buss
Steven Bussolari†
Steven Busuttil, MD
and Carmelina Busuttil†
Jack Butler†
Annette Bybee†
Richard Calarco†
Timothy Calvin†
Javier Marcelo Camborsano†
Gregory Cantrell†
Mark Cardwell†
Dean Carlson†
Eileen Carlton
Kenneth Carpenter†
Richard Carraway†
Daniel Carson†
Douglas Cartledge†
Judy Casad†
Henry Casas†
Paul Cassel†
Norman Castle†
Ashley Cat†
Josh Caterbone†
Keith Caution†
James and Cathy Cawthon†
Warren Cermak†
Karen Cessna†
Francis Chapman†
William Cheek†
Brad Cheshire
William Chester
Andrew Chitiea†
Edward Chromczak†
Glenn Chu†
Linda Cioffi
Alan Clair†
Ted and Carolyn Clark
James Clark
John Clark
Kyle Clark†
Harry Classen†
Michael Claus†
Mary Ruth Clayton†
Randi Cloud†
Janet Cobb†
Thomas Cochran†
Todd Cochran†
Donald Coe
Sydney Cohen
Edgar Cole†
John Colle†
David Collins
John Colman†
Steve Colwell†
Douglas Concuati†
Benjamin Constantine†
Timothy Conway†
Kenneth Cook
John Cooke†
Greg Coomans†
Karen Coon
Charles Cooper†
Julia Cooper
Stan Cooper†
Terrence Corbin†
Children impacted by educational planning

Donald Corning†
John Corradi†
Mario Corti†
Jon Coughlin
Mitch Cowin
Robert Cowan†
Diane Cowen†
Ralph Cowin
Martin Cox†
Steven Cox†
Nicholas Crate†
Paul Craven
James Crawford
Robert Crisp†
Daniel Crowbridge†
Donald Croyle†
Edward Crump†
Todd Cubbon†
Paul Currie
Milton Dabbert†
Anthony Dabrowski
David Daggett
Delta Daggett
Frederic Daggett
Steve and Michelle Daggett
Mehdi Dalvand†
William Damann†
Bill Daniels
Eliot Danner†
William Darling†
Evan Davis
Gary and Kathy Davis†
William Davis†
William DeAngelus
Oak DeBerg†
Andy Deeds†
Larry Deener
John Degroff†
Jay Dehmow†
Mark Del Monaco
George Delaplaine†
Trevor DeLong†
Roland Denison†
Bruce Denney
David Derrick
Danielle Diamond
Patrick Diamond†
William Diaz†
Neil Dickinson†
Leo E. Dieriek†
Kathleen Dimitri†
David Dixon†
Park Dodd
Gregory Dohrer†
Dan Dominguez
Mary Dominik†
Paul Donahue
Doug Donelson†
Patrick Donovan†
Randy Doh†
Buzz Dopkin
Don Doswell†
John Doty†
Robert Doubek†
Joshua Downs
Charles Doyle†
Leslie Drake†
Patrick Eaton†
Lorenz Eber
Larry Ebert†
Gregory Edlund†
Thomas Edwards
Robin Eichelberger†
Benjamin and Jennifer Emmel†
Lowell Emmons†
Daniel Empey†
Steve Engelking†
William English
Pamela Fazzini†
LeRoy Feather†
Jeff Fee†
Stuart Feen†
Dennis Fenske†
Richard Fenton†
Kathy Ferguson†
Johnathan Fernandez†
Alice Ferris
Jon Filipa†
Donna Filippo
Paul Finnegan†
Lynn Firth†
James Fischer†
Kyle Fischer†
James Fisher
Raleigh Fisher†
R. Fitzsimons†
Edward Flisher†
James Flom†
James Foerster†
Chuck Fogle
Kendra Folker
Leon Folkerts†
Darold Fozl†
Robert Footlik†
Ed Ford†
Fernando Forest†
Charles Forsythe†
Gerald Foster
Ted Fox†
Mark Franek†
Mike Frank†
Kenneth Frankel†
Frederick Franz†
Gerald Frazier†
Joseph Frazier†
David French
Jeanne Frensky†
Matthew Fritz†
Craig Fuller
Paula Fuller†
William Fuller†
David Furman†
Amelia Gagnon†
John Gaither†
Kevin Gallagher†
William Gardner†
Seth Garland†
T. Michael Garrison†
Craig Gartzke†
Robert Garza†
Frank Gattolin†
Kurt Gearhart†
Russ Geboy
Richard Geil†

*Denotes estate or endowed gift. †Denotes that all or a portion of gift was matched by the Ray Foundation
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Donation Geisert†
Gary Geisler†
Kendall Gentry†
Evan George†
James Georgeff
Tim Gerardot†
John Gerhold†
Lois Gembacher
Jose Giannarino†
Thomas Gilbert†
Greg Gilmer†
Henry Giron†
Herbert Gladding†
Peter Glasser†
Eric Gleason†
Todd Glodek
Robert Glorioso
Arthur Gloster†
Rocky Gmeiner†
Kevin Godlewski†
John Golderer†
Andy Goldstein
Manuel Gonsalves†
Esteban Gonzalez
Carol Gonzalez†
Arthur Goodwin†
Teddy Gore†
Richard Goullet
Peter Gow†
John Gowins
Rylan Grabis†
Gerald Graef†
Robert Graham†
Stan Graham†
Nick Grana†
Chris Granger†
Joseph Granito†
Michael Gray†
Dale Greenwood†
Peter Green†
Valerie Green†
Carson Greene†
Dale Greenwood†
Alan Grice†
Donna Gridley†
Warren Grieser†
Michael Griffin†
Gene and Kathy Griffith†
Robert Grimes†
Philip Groelz†
John Grones†
Ken Gross†
Warren Grote†
Gary Growney†
William Gruber†
Michael Gurtler
Pete Gutmann
William A Guyette†
Nancy Haag
Victoria Hagan†
Mark Hagen
Robert Haines†
Rain Hall†
Robert Hall†
Thomas Hall†
Julie Hall-den Boer†
Patrick Halloran
Albert F. Halluin†
John Halterman
Carolyn Hamilton†
Douglas Hamilton†
Roger Hamilton

Brook Hayes
Eric Hayes†
Eric Haynes†
Robert Haynes†
Neil Haynie†
Robert Heavirland†
Heather Heil†
Stephen Hellus†
David Hellwig†
Lyndel Helmkamp†
Karl Helmke†
Keith Helseth†
Tom Hemphill
Ray Henderson
Sidney Hendricks†
John Henneberger†

460
New donors

Russell Hodges†
Sean Hodkiewicz†
Olaf Hoehn†
Brian Hoffther†
Jeffrey Hoffmann†
David Hoffmann†
John Holden†
Birgit Holick†
Barton Holland†
Matt Holmon†
Don Holmgren†
Mark and Diana Holt
Robert Holtaway
Rodney Holtz†
Henry Holub†
Tim Homan†
William Hood†
George Hooper†
Carl Hopkins
Walter Hopkins†
Vernon and Delores Hooper†
Jay Horowitz†
Gregory Horst
and Zaniah Andimo†
Scott Horvath†
Vernon House†
Joe Hovekamp†
Brian Howard†
Dana Howard†
Jeffrey Howe†
Diane Hsieh†
Frank Huber†
Terry Hudgens†
Jon Hudson†
Pierre Huggins†
Ernest Hughes†
Greg Hughes†
A. Hugo†
Jeffrey Hulboy†
Steve Hutchens†
Wayne Hutchens
Mark Hutton†
Allen Inks†
Luther Irwin†
Ken Jablonski†
Henry Jackson†
James Jackson†

‘Denotes estate or endowed gift. ’Denotes that all or a portion of a gift was matched by the Ray Foundation

Stronger Together
Peter Kendig
Bryan Kennedy
John Kenney
Tom Kenville
Andrew Kerstens
James Ketterer
Harold Kien
Michael Kileen
Dennis King
Kenneth King
John Kiss
Robert Kistler
Ed Kistner
Kent Kleinschmidt
Dan Klepfer
Jeffrey Kling
Jennifer Knaack
Heimo Knaus
Earl M. Knighton Jr.
Kraig Kobiert
Steven Koenig
Ken Kohier
Oleg V. Kolesnikov
Ben Konrad
Kenneth Kordus
Jeffrey Korn
Troy Kornacki
Jeff and Cindy Kowalik
Duane Kovalaske
Alan Kozikowski
William Kraut
Stephen Kraychy
David Kress
Lisa Kristina
Dave Kubiak
Martin Kubis
Mark Kuether
Theron Kufahl
Joel Kuhn
Kenneth Kulesha
Aaron Lade
Tom Lagermann
Richard Lallman
James L. Lamar
William Lambert
Marlene Lambiaso
Ralph Lambrecht
James Lambright
Peter Lammers
Linda Langrill
Phillip Laper
Walter Larkin
Brian Larsen
David Larson
Richard Launeyer
Giuseppe Lauritano
Raquel and Andy Lauritzen
William Lavezzii
Donel Law
Nicholas Law
Thomas Lawhorn
Earl Lawrence
Kenneth Lawrence
Carol Lawson
Rich Leamon
Jocelyn Lecluse
Eri Leighty
Hugh Leighty
Kristin Leighty
Lauren Leighty
Julie Lelek
Thomas Lemansii
David Lengyelli
Paul Lenky
Steven Lesak
Barry Leslie
Eric Leuty
Robert Lewis
Bradley Lewitzki
Larry Lichtenberger
Andrew Lincoln
Robert Lincoln
Richard Lindberg
Deb Linde
Stanley Lindholm
Daniel Lindquist
Rodney Lippert
Jack Lipscomb
Lindsay Loewe
Constance Lohr
John Long
Francis Longuski
Elden Lorah
Kevin Lorence
Carleton Lorig
Ralph Love
Stephanie Lovell
Randall Low
John Lowe
Howard Luce
Kyle Ludwig
John Luebbers
Michael Luft
Diana Lumley
Robert Lumley
Rebecca Lutte
Michael Lybarger
Jack Lynch
John Lyon
Josh Mac
Joe MacCabe
Scott Mackay
Marlene Mackie
Craig Macklin
William MacLeod
Thomas Maddaloni
Kenneth Maggart
Robert Magrady
Margie Mahan
Claus Mahler
Tom Maish
John Majane
Gilbert Malone
Scott Manley
Mark Manning
Allan Manteuffel
Douglas Manuel
Alan Marcum
Donald Marl
Carlos Marrero
Brady Marsh
Charles Marshall
Tony Marshall
George Martin
Glenn Martin
Laurie Martin
Sally Martin
Dean Massery
Carol Mast
Richard Masters
Keith Matthews
George Matthews
Jeff Matthews
James Mattingly
James Mauch
Thomas Maxfield
Kyle Maxwell
David Mayfield
Thomas Mc Sweeney
Robert McBride
Jack McCain
Elizabeth McCloskey
Howard McComas III
Gary McCormick
Allen McDavitt
Stephen McDonald
Roger McDowell
Daniel McGlasson
Kevin McGrath
Paul McGuan
Bruce Mcivor
Ronald McLawhon
Gary McNaughton
Cindy McNeight
George McNeil
Gregory McQuestion
Byron Meade
Robert Medower
Edward Riester†  
Brennan Riley  
Susan Ringer†  
Charles Rishell†  
Jerry Rising†  
Hugo Ritzenthaler  
Scott Roach†  
Allen Roark  
Ethan Robbins  
Andrew Roberts†  
Kathleen Roberts†  
Susan Ringer†  
Charles Rishell†  
Jerry Rising†  
Hugo Ritzenthaler  
Scott Roach†  
Allen Roark  
Ethan Robbins  
Andrew Roberts†  
Kathleen Roberts†  
Shirley Roberts†  
Gorman Roberts Jr.†  
Dave Robertson†  
Warren Roddy  
Dennis Rodning†  
Marc Rodstein†  
Erik Roffelsen†  
Allan Rogers†  
Julie Rohaly†  
Robert Rohde†  
Denise Rohrer†  
Wayne Romberg†  
William Rondeau†  
Kay Roney†  
Gary Rose†  
Robert Rose†  
Stephen Roth  
Marilyn Rothove†  
John Rowell†  
R. Roy†  
Richard Rubin†  
Evelyn Rudnitsky†  
Richard Russell  
Jim Rust†  
Mike Rutherford  
Allen Rydman†  
Richard D. Sachtelen†  
Joel Sampson†  
Jeffery Sannes†  
Gary Sasaki†  
Karen Satterlee†  
Andreas Sauer†  
Joel Sauer†  
Jason Saunders†  
Joseph Saunders†  
Robert Savage†  
Cary Sawyer†  
David Scanlan†  
Calvin Schalk†  
Mark Schemm†  
Charles Schleining†  
Arthur Schmidt†  
Bob and Faye P. Schmidt†  
Barbara Schmitz†  
Beth Ann Schneider  
Michael Schnell†  
Bob Schrock  
Donald Schroer  
Charles Schuck†  
Robert Schultz†  
Ernest Schutte†  
Cliff Schuyler†  
William Schweinberg†  
Norman Schwitz‡  
Earl Scott†  
William Scott  
Larry Scurlock†  
Bob Secord†  
Dave Sheldon†  
Bryan Shelton†  
Michael Shepard‡  
David Shipp†  
Paul Shireman†  
Donald Shortell  
Robert Shriver†  
Cheryl Sieben†  
C Sieckmann†  
Robert Siegfried‡  
John Sierra  
Lanny Sigler†  
Edwin Sigrest†  
Sylvester Sikora†  
Anne Simerlein†  
Danny Simpson†  
Glenn Smith†  
Lester Smith  
Mack Smith†  
Steven Smith†  
William Smither†  
Brent Snyder†  
Rod Snyder†  
Thomas Sokol†  
Joshua Solorio  
William Spain†  
Kenneth Spaulding  
William Speer†  
Donald Speight†  
James Speiser†  
Charles Spencer†  
David Speranza  
Dave Splittergerber†  
John Spreitzer†  
Brian Stack†  
Harvey Staley†  
Ron Stallbaumer  
Marc Stancy†  
Robert Reich‡  
Casey Stedman  
R.A. Steeves†  
Edward Steiger  
Michael Steineke†  
Karen Steinfort†  
Norbert Steinwedel†  
LeRoy Stelter‡  
Robert Stenek‡  
Adam Stephan†  
Larry Stephens‡  
Alan Stewart†  
Stanley Stewart†  
William Stewart†  
Les Still†  
Joseph Stimson§  
Scott Stine†  
Dean Stoker†  
Stephen Stompanato†  
Kenton Stones†  
Jerold Stout†  
Robert Straw†  
Greg Stringer†  
Donald Stroud  
Scott Stueckradt†  
Lawrence Stys†  
Andrew Suarez†  
Bradley Subler  
David Sullivan†  
Timothy Sullivan  
Lacey Sundeen†  
Franklin Sykes†  
Vic Syracuse†  
James Syverud†  
29,000  
people reached through  
webinar series

Daniel Seidel†  
Rolf Sellge†  
David Sellins  
Steve Senia  
Mitchell Serber§  
Steven Sewell  
James Shaeffer†  
James Shaft†  
Helen Shanklin†  
Glenn Shanko†  
Anup Sharma†  
Timothy Sharp†  
Christine Sheahan  
John Shekleton†  
Dwight Simpson†  
Joseph Simpson  
Darrell Sinclair  
Ole Sindberg†  
F. Singer†  
Virginia Sisson†  
Gary Slatt†  
Gordon Slattery†  
Les Slikin  
Alice Slopa†  
Minnia Smalldridge†  
Mark Smerak†  
Colin Smith†  
George Smith†
over
500
people increased
their gifts

James Szalankiewicz†
Tadeusz A. Szalinski†
Michael Szaliga†
Thomas Tabar†
Philip Taft†
Dale Tallyn†
Phyllis Tate†
Roland Tatgel†
Curtis Taylor†
Donaldson Taylor†
Michael Taylor†
Samuel Taylor†
Stephen Taylor†
Steve Teager
Sandra Telefsen†
Larry Temkin†
Harold Tengberg†
Harley Tennison†
Julia Territo†
Mike Theissen†
Walter Therrien†
Bruce Thieking†
Gabriel Thiel
Trevor Thies†
Paul Thomarios†
Michael Thomas†
Rick Thomas†
Dan Thompson†
Daryl Thompson†
John Thompson†
Kathy Thompson†
Robert Thompson†
Ronald Thornton†
Vernon Thorp†
Brad Tillotson†
Ann Timple†
Robert Tisdall†
Carl Tobey†
James Tobias†
Andrew Toth
Ronald Toth†
Dan Treakle†
Dennis Trepagnier
Adrian Troelean†
John Trowbridge†
Sam Trump II
Trygvi Tryggvason
David Tschopp
Bruce Tucker†
Albert Tuertscher†
Laura Twaddle†
Bruce Twomey†
Kathryn Tyler
John Uhl
Susan Ulrich†
Jack Underwood†
Pat Unterseher†
Cherie Uricek†
Sean and Terry Vahey†
Sandra Vaill†
Arie Van Den Blink†
Frans Van Der Merwe
Rich VanBlarcom†
Joseph Vander Meer
Calvin Vander Wal†
Jorge Velez†
Lisa Vento†
Gerry Ventrelle†
Emmett Ventress†
William Vermillion†
Maarten Versteeg†
Gregory Verveer†
Jake Vick†
Hugh Ward†
Jacob Ward†
James Warren†
James Wasmund†
Darrel Watson†
Nikki Kleist Watts†
Kyle Weatherly†
Gary Weaver
Martin Weber†
John Weeks†
Christopher Wehinger
Chris Weiser†
Lorrayne Weiss
Mark Weiss†
Robert Weisburg†
Philip Welch†
Bart Wellenkotter
Michael Wilion
Jay Wilkes†
Michael Wilkins†
Brad Willette†
Danny Williams†
Joe Williams
Rex A. Williams†
Rhon Williams
Robert Williams†
Wynne Williams
Ronald Williamson
Betty Wilson†
Christopher Wilson
Frieda Wilson†
Patrick Wilson†
Thomas Wilson†
Sheila Witt†
Jerry Witij†
Jane Winter†
John Winter†
Rodney Wise
Isabelle Wiske†
David Witte†
Sonja Wittich†
Tom Wiznerowicz†
Brent Wogahn†
Nickilos Wolfer†
Donald Wolter
Thomas Wood†
William Woodard†
Michael Woods†
Stuart Woodward†
Allan Worth†
David Wright†
Jeff Wright†
Lisa Wright†
Michael Wright†
Tom Wright†
Nancy Wudtke
George Wyatt†
Kenneth Yates†
Thomas Yates†
William Yergler†
William Young†
Carol Yuch†
Antonio Zambrano†
Reese Zantop†
James Zasas
Bruce Ziegler†
Laurie Ziegler†
Mary Zimmerman†
Rosemary Zuern La Poin†
Alan Zwicke†

*Denotes estate or endowed gift. †Denotes that all or a portion of gift was matched by the Ray Foundation